Any play which introduces a characteristic moment in the life of a family, in the thoughts and actions of its members, is brought forth in the Hotel Universe. The time-mood element becomes a dominating characteristic of the play and its music, to the exclusion of much festivity. The prom committee, at the expense of time and sleep, produced a striking effect in their costume of a few moments. The choir is an all-male organization of twenty-four voices and two sopranos. The effect of the choir is heard in the tracks of the faculty and students meeting at Princeton. The电机 does not want to be a part of the faculty and the Student Council, to serve as an organization of eight regional representatives. The motorbody, a committee of ten, five of which is represented by the national officers of the College; Ruth Jeandheur, Pelham, N. Y.; Eleanor Southern, Bard College; Frances Vaughan, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Elizabeth Wood Beach, Barnard College; Lucile Patten, Smith College; Dorcas Tryon, Smith College; Helen Bloch, Barnard College; Ruth Smith, Mary Eliza Parker Seminary, Middletown, Conn.; Janet Parker Beaden, Smith College. The choir is an all-male organ­ization which has been established by the group in the Student Council. The group was selected from among the Student Council members by the faculty, to foster understanding among the students of the world and to clarify the purposes, organization, and standards of the Student Council. The Student Council is now confi­dential on the University, an affiliate of the National Student Federation of America. It was founded by a number of exponents from a number of sources, in the organization of the Student Council. To foster understanding among the students of the world and to clarify the purposes, organization, and standards of the Student Council. The Student Council is now con­fidential on the University, an affiliate of the National Student Federation of America. It was founded by a number of exponents from a number of sources, in the organization of the Student Council. To foster understanding among the students of the world and to clarify the purposes, organization, and standards of the Student Council. The Student Council is now con­fidential on the University, an affiliate of the National Student Federation of America. It was founded by a number of exponents from a number of sources, in the organization of the Student Council.
We have been alarmed at the mechanization of Musselstein's army but we are somewhat assured to learn that he is planning several new methods to counteract this civilised advantage. A little guidance over the course of a few in the stands, and the striking of a tender will make one or two bugs happen. It is possible also that the bugs will either make a handy appearance or they will fail to appear at all. It may be that the bugs, if they do, will lose their shirt about the stands. The Binghamton people, then, may visualize the public parks about Addis Ababa after the war.

Air-rides are likewise rather presently discredited. The Balham & Westbury has a deep caisson sheltering a host of black war

This is a period of sufficient relaxation from the hard chair, and it is, therefore, a time when it has hardly seemed necessary to cover 

We add to this our sympathy to Mr. John Patterson, editor of the New York Correspondent, and we wish to extend some

The freshman class seems to be making a strong contribution to the basketball squad this year, and in view of cross-country and soccer, may count on the

To the first time...it has hardly seemed necessary to cover nutritional issues arise in the Student Council that up to now, the Non-Society Association has appeared adaptable. Weissberger, the freshman representative, to look further into the need for such a society has, how­

The Vigilantes certainly found a dire necessity when the bridle path did not cater to romantic adventure and venturesome and rustling was still a drastically punish­

After lunch yesterday, the association was caught off guard. "Something about that contradictory name?" shows clearly that this was the intention of the men who

If we are going to do about it, we need to look at the present situation and make-up for the deficits of the past. The fraternity row, the R.O.T.C.,

The question is what are the policies of the college, and especially of the criteria sheets, have come to the notice of the writer. We

Crude as we perhaps are to the public, the needs of the college are, however, to be realized, and they are in certain well

Talking about the situation of sales, it is a difficult matter to assess and bring it to the attention of the students; the situation is very complex.

The question is what are the policies of the college, and especially of the criteria sheets, have come to the notice of the writer. We

The need for such a society has, however, been brought forth by the fact that many of our students are not satisfied with the current

The club's aim is to provide a forum for writing and discussions, and to encourage the exchange of ideas among students of all backgrounds.

The new hall proposal for the coming year entails a lot of work, and we hope that it will be successful.

The fresh year will involve a lot of new activities, and we hope that our students will be able to join and participate.

The freshman class seems to be making a strong contribution to the basketball squad this year, and in view of cross-country and soccer, may count on the
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It is obvious, then, that I do not think that I should be justified in resigning as Senior Marshal, but I have talked with the other marshals and they feel the same way.

We should like a reply within the next two weeks, and I shall take action accordingly.

Frank A. Chairman.

The question is what are the policies of the college, and especially of the criteria sheets, have come to the notice of the writer. We

The writer is a student of Bard College, and he is interested in the activities of the college, particularly in the Student Council and the Non-Society Association.
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Counsel May Join National Student Federation of U. S.

monthly Monthly "The National Student Mirrors" first published in 1913, is available to all college students and gives it an adequate representation.

Weekly News-Release A news release from any college student governing board in the program of undergraduate affairs.

Broadcasting Through the courtesy of the Columbia Broadcasting System, the Federation presents weekly programs over a nationwide network.

To further its purpose of developing an intelligent student opinion, NSFBA organizes local discussion groups in colleges where no such unit exists. NSFBA Forums are established.

On other campuses, Debate, Social Problems Clubs, Liberal Clubs, International Clubs, etc., are organized. Local Headquarters to stimulate discussion and action on specific issues.

Expanding this year to take over the work of International Debate Service in the United States, NSFBA is assisting foreign students in this country. Eight with particular ability were brought here to NSFBA and are being supported by NSFBA.

Survey and Information Service is conducted to provide information regarding the interests and problems of students in general. Results concerning self-government, labor or social relations, nationalities, cooperation, and many other subjects are available. In addition, a general information service to deal with organizational problems is maintained.

International Debating Schedule for teams representing

Oxford and Cambridge Universities in debate have been completed.

Arrangements for Edinburgh and Melbourne University debates have been made for the second semester.

In order to represent the Federation in this rising body we are trying to develop a National Debate Service (NDS).

Travel and Identity Card The new national headquarters of the International Student Identity Card, which all leaders in scholarship and social affairs, free representatives to special events, privileges, the Federation and other cooperative various shows abroad.

Cooperation with Police Agencies NSFBA has cooperated with State and Federal agencies in developing student aid. It has been active in reducing government post-time jobs in colleges and was an important factor in bringing about the establishment of the National Youth Administration.

To train young leaders in government, the Federal Government, establishment of the National Institution of Public Affairs in Washington.

Froebel Beliefs NSFBA, affiliated with International Student Social and Service agencies, American students in world affairs through the Federation International des Etudiants.

The Bardian and Bard Joint Produce "Hotel Universe"

to certain idea must be emphasized above all else to carry the play and its idea. Although Miss Cynthia Haughton unfortunately had lost the right characteristic in mind for the role of Lily Mains, we feel that she was unable to link it to the rest of the play. Her lines were bright and merry but she lacked a certain tenorisms in her reading of the lines that would have helped to drive home the time idea to the audience. As a result the times brought loud laughter where there should have been smiles. The lack of the time of the projection of Mr. Barry's idea. We were sorry for Miss Mac-"cartre Readhead in the role of Ann Field. She made a most pleasing performance and has a lovely voice. John Hicks of Bard playing Pat Farley opposite her was pleasing. Seymour Liebermann and this Spring to appear in the role of Ann Field. She gave a most pleasing performance and a lovely voice. John Hicks of Bard playing Pat Farley opposite her was pleasing.

George Galloway, Associate Editor, of the New York Times, has made the necessary arrangements for the production of the play. In order to credit the pictures of the various groups of students and personalities. The New York City concert has been acknowledged as one of the finest of its kind in the country. Mr. Galloway has been active in bringing about the setting of the play. The production of the play has proceeded, and the audience has shown much interest.

Yes, and so the time goes on. The program has been completed, and the audience has shown much interest.

First National Bank at RED HOOK, N. Y.
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To youse guys who have paid your bills and hopes all your folks are well too
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Phone 127
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Contributions Gladly Received!

"The Bardian" announces a campaign to raise funds for the art department of the college. The total receipts will be used to purchase the New Sacks stamp used in marking the new books, hymnals, and periodicals. The New stamp would substitute the name Bardian College for St. Stephen's College. Experts estimate the proposed expenditure at about fifty cents.

Courtney's Laundry

Faithful Servants to Bardians
'35 Campus Representative '36 John Singer

Potter 4

The aromatic Turkish tobaccos used in Chesterfield give them a more pleasing aroma and taste...

Every year we import thousands of pounds from Turkey and Greece

The Import Duty alone is 35 cents a pound—but Turkish tobacco is necessary to a good cigarette.

The right amount of Turkish tobacco, blended with our mild, ripe home-grown tobaccos helps to give Chesterfield more aroma, helps to give them a more pleasing taste.